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The 2021 NAELPA Annual National Conference
will be virtual!

Defining the Role of EL Program
Administrators in These Changing Times
April 27, 2021

Dear Colleague,
As we approach Thanksgiving, it is
remarkable to think of how dramatically the
world has changed over the recent months
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
pandemic has illuminated challenges in
longstanding systems and has shined a
bright light on inequities that were less
visible in the past, especially in the area of
public education. Yet this novel,
unprecedented time has also caused us to
rethink, adapt and make positive changes,
and I am heartened by NAELPA’s continued
service to the field as the voice for ELs.
During the pandemic, NAELPA has redoubled
its efforts to support the field through the
sharing of resources, by offering webinars
targeted for both state level and district
level staff, and by collaborating with other
organizations in the service of ELs. While
none of us could have predicted that 2020
would bring such challenges, our field has
collectively continued to rise to and above
them on behalf of our students. Similarly,
NAELPA remains a dynamic organization that
has continued to evolve as we encounter the
changing landscape of education during
these times, and I am both grateful and
hopeful that our collective efforts will result
in positive changes toward equity for our
ELs.
With gratitude,

Free to NAELPA members: Sign up for a NAELPA
account at naelpa.org/Membership

Megan Alubicki Flick
NAELPA President 2020-2021

Join us for weekly preconference presentations
in March and April leading up to the conference!

directors@naelpa.org

www.naelpa.org
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The National Association for English Learner Program
Administrators engages experts in the education of ELs to
provide guidance, suggestions, and practical solutions to
issues faced by NAELPA and by EL educators. Advisory Board
Members may serve for three consecutive years and must take
at least one year off before being able to serve as an advisory
board member again. The current NAELPA Advisory Board
Members are:
Joel Gomez, Center for Applied Linguistics
David Nieto, Northern Illinois University
Carol Salva, Siedlitz Education
Soyoung Park, Stanford University, CA
Jesse Markow, Independent Consultant
Morgan Cox, Colorado Department of Education
(Past President)

NAELPA is in the process of organizing a new committee, the
NAELPA COVID-19 Response Committee . The main
responsibilities of the committee will be to help identify
promising practices for ELs in a distance learning environment,
identify the most effective means of communicating information
about these promising practices to EL educators and other
stakeholders, and identify criteria to use related to the
effectiveness of these promising practices. Once organized, the
committee will meet monthly.
If you are interested in being part of this committee, please email
David Holbrook at executive.director@naelpa.org.
(Note: you must be a NAELPA member to participate in a committee.)

NAELPA Webinars
www.naelpa.org/webinars
NAELPA has hosted five webinars in 2020! Visit our website to
check out the recordings of the topics listed below!
November 5, 2020: NAELPA and US Department of Education –
Local EL Program Leadership Webinar
May 12, 2020: Principles and Characteristics of Effective Dual
Language Programs
April 8, 2020: Safety, Security, and Support for Teaching
Multilingual Learners Online
March 10, 2020: Success for SLIFE
January 14, 2020: Long-Term English Learners
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Response to COVID-19 Pandemic:
Resources for Educating English Learners Online
The mass closing of schools across the county due to the COVID-19 "Coronavirus" has resulted
in a significant move to online/virtual learning at the K-12 level. Educating ELs online is a
significant challenge that many educators are finding difficult to address. NAELPA is collecting
Resources For Educating ELs Online and providing links to these resources on a separate
webpage under the Resources page of the website (naelpa.org). The NAELPA Executive Board
and membership are committed to doing all we can to assist in the education of ELs during
this unprecedented time in the history of education in our country.
The following resources are provided for the benefit of educators of ELs. Some resources included in this
list are provided by educational vendors and service providers. Inclusion of resources provided by
education vendors and service provides in no way equates to an endorsement of these companies nor
the products they provide. For additional resources, visit the links above.

Information from State Education Agencies:
MIT - Guidance for State Leaders and Educators - COVID-19
Colorado - Remote Learning Resources
Connecticut - List of resources compiled by CT Regional Education Service Centers
Illinois State Board of Education - Remote Learning Recommendations During COVID-19
Emergency (has section related to multilingual education starting on page 21)
Massachusetts - COVID-19 Information and Resources (includes links to EL identification
and placement guidance, remote learning guidance, and more)
Virginia - Resources for Teaching ELs Online
EDNC article with resources listed
Information from the U.S. Department of Education:
Fact Sheet: Providing Services to English Learners During the COVID-19 Outbreak
USED Parent and Family Digital Learning Guide
USED - OELA - Webinar recording - Engaging English Learner Communities and Families
Through Distance Learning
USED - COVID-19 ("Coronavirus") Information and Resources for Schools and School
Personnel
USED - OCR: Fact Sheet: Addressing the Needs of COVID-19 in Schools While Protecting
the Civil Rights of Students (Special Education Focus)
USED - OCR and OSERS: Supplemental Fact Sheet: Addressing the Risk of COVID-19 in
Preschool, Elementary, and Secondary Schools While Serving Children with Disabilities
USED - Questions and Answers on Providing Services to Children with Disabilities During
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak
USED - Student Privacy Office: FERPA and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) FAQ
March 2020
USED - Student Privacy Office webinar: FERPA and Virtual Learning During COVID-19
Resources from Consortia and National Associations:
ELPA21 - Resources for Remote Instruction of English Learners
International TESOL - Coronavirus Resources for Teachers
National Association for Bilingual Education - Letter - Supporting our Multilingual and
Immigrant Students Amid COVID-19
National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) - Online Teaching Resources You Can Use
WIDA - COVID-19 Updates and Resources
WIDA - COVID-19 Updates and Resources
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SEA Spotlight: Michigan
English learner (EL) professionals in districts
around the United States have voiced feelings
of isolation due to the limited interaction with
EL colleagues for many years. Isolation is a
unifying issue for many EL teachers and
administrators.
During the 2017-18 school year, the Michigan Department of Education (MDE) began
working to connect EL teachers and administrators by creating the EL Statewide Network.
Michigan is comprised of 57 distinct intermediate school districts (ISD). Each ISD supports
a number of local districts and public school academies (PSA). In total, Michigan has over
900 public school entities across the state. The creation of the EL Statewide Network
started with a desire to partner with the ISDs and begin breaking down historical isolation
for our teachers and administrators, while simultaneously empowering the ISDs to
connect and provide leadership to the local districts and PSAs.
The collaborative work began by sharing the network's vision and identifying those who
were the early adopters. We used word of mouth and strategic partnerships with nonprofit agencies that collaborate at the ISD level to continue to grow the network. We
welcome professionals from all areas of expertise. The network is composed of members
with backgrounds in literacy, school improvement, school finance, and ELs.
Each month, at least one member from each ISD joins a 90-minute virtual meeting where
a small team of EL staff from MDE share critical updates, provide foundational learning
opportunities for members, and participate in collaborative activities for members to
share ideas for implementation of new learning. During subsequent meetings, there is
time to highlight the new learning shared, along with any new professional learning
resources that might have been created along the way.
ISDs are creating their county-level networks, meeting with teachers, and sharing the
new learning. They are identifying common barriers in their local contexts and working
collaboratively to identify innovative solutions. During these meetings, the camaraderie
and positive energy felt is a tribute to our teachers' hard work and belief in our students.
Early indicators of change have included an increase in the number of Title III EL consortia;
an increase in the number of local school districts and PSAs participating in Title III EL
funding; and the increase in our EL Statewide Network members' ability to answer common
questions for school districts in their area.
Currently, we have approximately two-thirds of the state's ISDs identified as members
of the EL Statewide Network and each year that number grows as the word spreads. We
look forward to increased participation and increased levels of growth for our ELs in
Michigan.
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LEA Spotlight: Oakland Schools, MI
The Oakland Schools'

English Learner educator
community has wrapped around our multilingual families and
most vulnerable students to ensure equality of opportunity and
access in education during these extraordinary times. Oakland
Schools Intermediate School District is located in the
metropolitan area outside of Detroit, Michigan. Over 13,000
multilingual learners, representing 130 unique primary
languages, attend 374 public schools in the county.

Using the framework of Comfort, Communicate and Connect
(Confianza, 2020), Suzanne Toohey, Supervisor of Instruction
and Pedagogy, and Christy Osborne, ESL Consultant, have
engaged educators of multilingual learners in ongoing virtual professional learning and
collaborative problem solving throughout the pandemic.
Through monthly virtual meetings of the Oakland Schools English Learner Advisory Council,
hundreds of educators of multilingual learners, from across the state of Michigan, came together
to discuss and share problems of practice, success stories, and timely resources. In August, Oakland
Schools hosted the virtual professional learning conference, “The Road to Reinvention: Teaching
and Learning in 2020/2021”, with nearly 2,000 educators in attendance! There were several sessions
designed especially for educators of multilingual students, including Collaborative Planning for
Remote Learning with English Learners, Accommodations for English Learners in Virtual and Blended
Classrooms, and Create Equal Educational Opportunities for ELs by Scaffolding the Language of and
Interaction with Mathematics.
Oakland Schools is thrilled to share these resources with you:
- LevEL Up for ELs! Website: https://www.levelupforels.com/
- Padlet: Oakland County K-12 ESL Resources: Community, Communication, Health &
Education Resources for Multilingual Families

As we return to learn in an unprecedented winter, we want to thank NAELPA members for their
tireless advocacy in pursuit of excellence for multilingual students. We would love to connect with
you @SuzanneToohey @COsborne_ESL #ESLocMI
The staff at Oakland Schools stands with our schools, districts, and local communities in supporting
student well-being and providing developmentally appropriate learning opportunities for students
during our state’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Executive Director Newsletter Report
2020 started off great for NAELPA. We had a successful national conference, saw increases
in membership, and the disruption of changing the name of our organization was starting
to level off. Then in March, the COVID-19 pandemic hit with full force, creating disruptions
in other ways, including closing schools, shutting down travel, and disrupting daily
routines.
I honestly thought that perhaps this ‘shut down’ might result in less NAELPA activity and
fewer responsibilities for the NAELPA Executive Board. The opposite has actually been
true. The NAELPA Leadership has been more active than before because of the response
needed to the circumstances that have arisen due to the pandemic.
It became immediately apparent that remote learning for English Learners (ELs) was not
something that most EL educators had contemplated before. Many questions arose
regarding how to provide equitable educational services to ELs to help them not only
attain English proficiency, but to also acquire content knowledge so that ELs wouldn’t
fall behind academically. The NAELPA response was fairly immediate.
On April 8th, NAELPA hosted a webinar titled “Safety, Security, and Support for Teaching
Multilingual Learners Online”. This webinar discussed issues related to safety and security
as well as ideas and methodologies on how to implement strategies for reaching
multilingual learners in an online/distance setting. Many other groups and organizations
also responded with a significant amount of resources and guidance documents. NAELPA
added a page to its website (https://www.naelpa.org/resources-for-educating-elsonline) to help be a clearinghouse for many of these documents and resources.
NAELPA also launched a new committee called the NAELPA COVID-19 Response
Committee, whose purpose is to help gather information regarding what is working in
the area of distance learning with ELs, what isn’t working, and what still needs to be
addressed. The committee will also be working to expand the identification and sharing
of resources started on the new webpage mentioned above. In an effort to launch this
committee, NAELPA hired a part-time, temporary consultant to help with the initial work
of getting the committee up and running.
As we continue to move through this unprecedented season, NAELPA will continue to
be as adaptive as possible to the changes we face, and the information needed to navigate
those changes. In September, NAELPA hosted a webinar for state directors and the U.S.
Department of Education (USED) to discuss issues related to reopening schools. NAELPA
hosted a webinar in early November for local education agencies (LEAs – districts and
schools) with speakers from the USED’s Office of English Language Acquisition (OELA)
and a panel of LEA staff to discuss issues related to serving ELs during this pandemic.
Thank you for your continued interest and involvement in the education of ELs and the
work of the National Association of English Learner Program Administrators.
Dr. David Holbrook
NAELPA Executive Director
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Member at Large Focus
Suzanne Toohey

taught multilingual learners
for seventeen years in a variety of educational contexts.
Her interest in second language acquisition began while
serving as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Belize, Central
America. Through Northern Arizona University she earned
a Master’s degree in Bilingual/Multicultural Education.
Suzanne is a Past-President of Michigan Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages, a volunteer with
Full Basket Belize, and a member of the Michigan
Department of Education EL Advisory Council. Presently,
Suzanne is Supervisor of the Instruction and Pedagogy
Unit at Oakland Schools ISD, located in Oakland County,
Michigan.
1) How are you involved in NAEPLA and what originally attracted you to the organization?
My state EL Consultant, current NAELPA Vice President, Kelly Alvarez, talked to me about
NAELPA. She encouraged me to become involved with the organization as it was seeking to
increase participation and collaboration with LEA partners. I was excited at the opportunity
to advocate for multilingual learners at the national level in partnership with nation-wide
leaders.
2) In your opinion, why is the work that NAELPA does so important for the education of ELs?
The NAELPA vision states that it “serves as the voice of ELs, representing SEAs and LEAs across
the United States. We are small enough to hear individual voices, yet powerful enough to be
heard as a whole. The organization provides its members with direct contact with the change
agents in each state and at the Federal level. With two-way communication between the
council and the decision makers, our voice can be heard.” Now, more than ever, English learners
and their families need organized, sustained advocacy to ensure that their voices are heard.
3) Where do you see the organization going in the near future?
I see NAELPA growing in membership by bringing in more LEA partners. Since LEA members
are in closest contact with ELs and their families, they are at the heart of NAELPA. In the
upcoming conference, I hope to see sessions specifically designed for LEA members.
4) Why should professionals in the ESL field join NAELPA?
NAELPA works for YOU. The passionate and dedicated leadership team is working hard to
provide educators the highest quality resources and tools to promote best practices for
engaging and educating multilingual learners. NAELPA is in the process of hiring a part-time
consultant to help vet and organize resources so that educators have the resources they need
to best support English learners in a distance learning environment.
You can connect with Suzanne Toohey on social media! @SuzanneToohey #ESLocMI
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Professional Learning
Committee Report
The Professional Learning Committee has
been gathering data from the field regarding
what types of professional learning
opportunities work best for educators in the
current environment. A survey was sent to
NAELPA members and beyond our
membership. We are currently analyzing the
data and will continue to meet and collaborate
to best support the needs and voices of EL
program administrators and the educators
they support. We will be sharing the data with
the NAELPA Executive Board at the December
meeting and offering suggestions based on
the findings.

Membership
Committee
Communications

&

Membership
Committees Report
The Communications Committee focuses
on sending out information via email,
Facebook, Twitter, and this newsletter.
Follow
our
Facebook
page
@NAELPAforELs and our Twitter
@NAELPAforELs to join the virtual
conversations or use #NAELPA to tag
items to share with each other. Check out
pictures from #NAELPAConference2020
in this newsletter!
The Membership Committee focuses on
retention and recruitment of members.
Currently, our NAELPA Membership
consists of 135 active members, including
43 SEA Members, 52 LEA Members, and
40
Members
representing
other
organizations! NAELPA also has 272
website sign-ups! Please share this
newsletter with your EL colleagues and
encourage them to join us—see the back
page for how to join NAELPA or how to
renew your membership.
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The committee has supported the joint
NAELPA/OELA webinars that took place in
October and early November. Those webinars
can be found on our website under “NAELPA
Quarterly Webinars” (login required). As a
committee we met to find presenters, process
of registrations, how panelists would interact
with participants, and other logistics. The
committee is also working to finalize a guide
for committee members when conducting
webinars in the future.
Those interested in joining the committee
should reach out to allysonleann@gmail.com

Advocating for ELs
Committee Report

Standards & Assessment
Committee Report
The NAELPA Standards and Assessment
Committee’s charge is to stay current on issues
in these areas as they relate to English learners
and communicate concerns and responses to
developments.
- In recent months the committee has been
engaged in generating and finalizing a
memo that expressed appropriate uses of
testing, both screening/placement and
summative, during the remote learning
situation in which most schools are
operating due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
This memo was widely distributed and wellreceived. You can access the memo here.
- Formulating questions for the USED about
Title III reporting expectations, especially
given “provisional” identification of ELs for
placement.
- Providing a forum for exploring current
issues and concerns. The current issue
being discussed is that of additional
language, dual language, and biliteracy
programs and the requirements for
alignment, both to English language
development standards and to any
assessments in the additional language.

The NAELPA Advocating for ELs Committee
has a web page of resources for all
members to access and use within their SEA
and LEAs. Linked on this page is the
following:
- A list of resources providing important
information about ELs, programs, and
resources available.
- A series of Family Engagement Videos
developed through an OELA Grant
(EFs4ELs) through Ohio State University,
which include YouTube presentations
on organizing time and space for
learning and understanding informal
assessment for parents in English,
Spanish, and Somali. More videos will
be added as available.
- A link to committee membership.
Judith O’Loughlin and Karen Solis are
Co-managers of the Advocating for ELs
Committe.

The Standards and Assessment Committee
accepts all NAELPA members in good standing
to join us!
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Save the Date
The 2021 NAELPA conference will be hosted on April 27, 2021!
Pre-Conference sessions are planned weekly leading up to the conference. For April
27th, we are planning an action packed day that includes a keynote address and
interactive concurrent sessions throughout the day. This conference is free to all
NAELPA members, so sign up for a membership today!
Sponsors, check out our sponsor prospectus if you are interested in becoming a
sponsor of the NAELPA 2021 National Conference or one of our pre-conference
offerings.

Get Involved with NAELPA!

NAELPA wants YOU to join us!

NAELPA provides multiple opportunities for
engagement.
Below are the five active
committees.
You can find additional
information by visiting our website at
naelpa.org.

ANYONE with an interest in working with and
supporting ELs is welcome to join!

Communications
Membership
Professional Learning
Standards and Assessment
Advocating for ELs

Annual membership dues extend for a period of 12
months beginning July 1 and ending on June 30.
Registration for the 2020-21 membership year
automatically includes registration for the 2021
NAELPA Annual Conference. Memberships will then
be renewable July 1, 2021, for the 2021-22
Membership Year.
Join NAELPA or renew your membership Today!

CLICK HERE!

